Information
Oskar Jeger Scholarship

Information regarding the application

The application must include the following information and documents:

Personal data
✓ Name, first name, date of birth, address during semester
✓ Telephone (mobile), email address
✓ Student ID number
✓ Marital status
✓ Department, degree programme and semester (enrolment confirmation)

Study achievements
✓ Date of first-year examination (month/year), grade
✓ Second year of studies: Confirmation of acquisition of at least 60 credits (enclose the respective excerpt from myStudies)
✓ Documents verifying a special interest in organic and/or biological chemistry (e.g. a letter of motivation or documentation of lectures, practicals etc.)

Financial situation
✓ Declaration of any scholarships/loans from the canton/country of origin or from foundations outside ETH Zurich (enclose latest decision)
✓ Declaration of any financial support from ETH Zurich (enclose latest decision)
✓ Declaration of any other financial support
✓ Declaration of personal income in the previous year of studies and any personal assets
✓ Professional and financial situation of parents (occupation, income and assets)

Motivation
✓ A letter of motivation concerning the discipline (in English)
✓ Optional: Further information e.g. regarding internship semesters, semesters off, family situation etc.

The Oskar Jeger Scholarship does not fund exchange semesters or semesters off!

Deadline
Applications must be submitted to the Rector by March 31st for the next autumn semester

Attn.: Rector Prof. Sarah M. Springman
ETH Zurich / Financial Aid Office
Dr Barbara E. Hellermann
Rämistrasse 101 / 8092 Zurich

For more information:
+ 41 44 632 20 23
barbara.hellermann@sts.ethz.ch

→ www.ethz.ch/studies/financial